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In this edition...
CHANGING CREDIT CLIMATE; WHAT ARE YOUR
As a credit manager, you want to keep a

NEXT STEPS?

tight leash on accounts receivable during
the last inning of the current credit

SHARING CUSTOMER PAYMENT BEHAVIOR
THROUGH PG'S TRADE EXCHANGE PROGRAM

cycle. What steps can you take to be
proactive?

Below we will discuss how

implementing certain credit procedures
will help your overall credit risk

A LOOK AT COLLATERALIZATION, SECURED VS

management.

UNSECURED DEBT
First and foremost, all companies that

The Credit Climate is Changing;
What are Your Next Steps?
While U.S. economic growth is expected to remain positive
for the rest of the year, talk of a possible recession in 2020 is
heating up.

As stated by OppenheimerFunds, there are two

key components to the credit cycle, and both are
encouraging right now. The first is the price of credit, which

extend credit should have a written
credit policy. It is important to note that
a credit policy is not a one-size-fits-all
proposition, it must be tailored to the
individual business, risk tolerance, and
overall corporate strategy. The main
goal, however, is maximizing the
company's revenue while minimizing the
company's credit risk. A credit policy will
help a credit manager determine which
customers to extend credit, how much

is driven by the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed). The second is the

credit to extend, what payment terms to

availability of credit, which is driven by banks. The Fed

apply, and what steps to take when

recently indicated it would take a pause on raising rates

dealing with delinquent accounts.

given that U.S. economic growth is slowing. At the same time,

Developing a credit policy will take time,

lending standards remain high, with demand for loans still

but once it is created, it should be easy

strong and manageable.

However, a Fed policy mistake or

geopolitical event could trigger a turn in the credit cycle

to follow and should help your credit
department stay on track.

sooner rather than later.
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Overselling a customer’s credit limit is where we see the most issues. Determining a customer’s
credit limit should be based on several factors and should only be set after you have carefully
reviewed a handful of credit/financial information on the customer. Assuming you have already
determined your customer is worthy of open trade credit, you will want to set a credit limit and
stick to that credit limit.

You will want to develop internal rules for not shipping over your set

credit limit unless you receive updated information that allows you to increase the customer’s
credit limit.
practice?

If a customer’s account goes x days past due, what is your company’s credit

From a pure credit perspective, you should not ship your next load until you receive

payment for the previous shipment.

Changing credit limits should only be considered if you receive updated credit/financial
information on your customer and warrants a larger exposure.

For example, if your customers

start to pay late, or not at all, a credit review process should be triggered, and the credit limit
should be reviewed. If they pay on time or early, a credit limit increase and or discount can be
considered. If you receive updated banking or financial information that is positive, a credit limit
increase can be considered.

Conversely, if you receive information that your customer is out of

compliance with its bank, or they are reporting deteriorating financial results, a credit review and
limit decrease should be on the table.

In certain situations, we have seen companies oversell a customer’s credit limit because other
suppliers were reducing exposure so the customer bought more material where they could.
Without strict credit procedures in place, companies have been burned when their customer
decided to stop paying or worse, filed for bankruptcy.

Source: The Credit Collective, LLC
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Sharing Customer
Payment Behavior Through
PG's Trade Exchange
Program
Most credit managers and owner operators would
agree, knowing how a customer is paying other
suppliers is good information to know. With this key
value add in mind, ProfitGuard continues to expand
and offer its clients additional tools to help
manage credit risk. One such tool is our trade
exchange program, which is a confidential and
effective way to share payment experiences in real
time and in an anti-trust compliant environment.

PG’s trade exchange program facilitates the
sharing of trade credit data among clients that
provide PG with monthly accounts receivable
information. Participants can contribute
information anonymously or disclose their company
name. In return for participating, clients receive
free basic risk monitoring on all accounts
submitted. Risk monitoring includes alerts on

PG's trade exchange
program is a confidential
and effective way to
share payment
experiences in real time
and in an anti-trust
compliant environment.

changes in payment behavior, notice of
delinquency risk, and bankruptcy filings, among
others.

Participants also gain access to proprietary PG
credit tools, which include access to the PG trade
network, a portfolio dashboard to review payment
trends and overall risk exposure, and our payment
quality index (PQI) scores. With access to PG’s
trade network you can view trade from other PG
clients, easily request a trade reference, or report
late payments and other special conditions.

The

program can also help you uncover payment
cloaking, meaning your customer pays you on time
but pays others late. This is often an early predictor
of distress. Additionally, you can leverage PG’s
invoice labels to get paid faster or get paid in
tough situations.
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Participation in the program is easy. PG will

From a credit perspective it is important to

assist you with exporting your account

understand what a company’s debt may be

receivable information into an acceptable

secured by and whether the company is

format. Once complete, you can submit

complying with the requirements imposed upon it

information monthly to PG via email or via PG’s
online platform. Again, the information is
submitted anonymously unless you decide to
disclose your company name.

to maintain the health of the loan. If a company
with secured debt goes into default and you have
an unsecured trade credit exposure with it,
recovering what is owed will be more difficult as
the secured interest or 1st lien holders will be

For more information please visit

paid first. Trade Creditors are typically last in

www.eprofitguard.com/trade-exchange-

line.

program or contact Thaddeus Barnhart at

Unsecured debt on the other hand is debt that

tbarnhart@eprofitguard.com.

does not have collateral attached. These loans

A Look at
Collateralization,
Secured vs.
Unsecured Debt

can be riskier to the lender and thus typically
have higher interest rates and less favorable
maturities. These loans or bonds are basically the
same rank as a trade creditor.

arises from the fact that these loans or bonds are
lower on the capital structure, last in line in the
event of default.

In today’s economy, debt leverage is a very
common financial tool employed by most
companies in their capital structures.

The higher risk

It doesn’t mean you cannot put

a claim on the assets, its just unlikely you would
recover 100% in an insolvency.

The

key is understanding how to analyze its
structures and how it is collateralized.

We

will take a look at the difference between
secured and unsecured debt.

Secured debt is defined by debt that is
backed by some type of asset used as
collateral. The types of assets used to
secure the debt may vary and can include
equipment, a home, an automobile,
accounts receivable, inventory or any other
tangible asset that can be physically
seized and used to pursue restitution for
the loan (typically by auctioning the asset).
Secured debt is less risky for lenders due
to the lien they will have imposed on an
asset and therefore typically have lower
interest rates and favorable maturity to
reflect this.

Another important concept to be aware of is
cross-collateralization. This occurs when one
loan is tied to another, aggregating collateral.
We see this often with subsidiaries being crosscollateralized to a parent company’s debt.
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Why does this matter?

Well, if the subsidiary were to default on payment, it would bring the parent

into the fray, potentially causing an event of default. This incents the parent to honor the subsidiary
guarantor’s obligations.

Understanding debt and the way it affects your customers can give you valuable insight into the risk
profile associated with the company. An unsecured loan could mean the company is a very strong
credit. So it really depends on the situation, the issuer, and their credit risk profile overall.

To find out how ProfitGuard can help your

(866) 990-1099
or visit eprofitguard.com.

business, please contact us at
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